What's New

- Director's Corner: Feel 'the rythym of Kantara' as you browse a round up of last month's activities and important information from Executive Director, Colin Wallis. Nurture, Develop, Operate - that's what we do.
  - Read more
- GDPR Round Up:
  - With GDPR coming into force on May 25th, we took the opportunity to update our Privacy Policy (now called a Privacy Statement) and text in our webpages where we further clarify under what circumstances we process your personal data. Please familiarize yourself with it, but there's no need not take any particular action. If you do not wish to continue receiving our communications, as always, you are able to manage your preferences or opt-out of receiving communications from us any time through the links at the bottom of our emails. Feel free to contact us if you have any questions. Please direct your query to the Chief Privacy Officer.

Upcoming Events

Identiverse
June 24 - 27, 2018 in Boston

Join the brightest minds in identity and security including Kantara leaders, Colin Wallis, Eve Maler, Andrew Hughes, Sal D’Agostino and Mark Lizar at Identiverse in Boston, Massachusetts next week. Speaking for Kantara at events is a highly valued select member benefit. Many of the Kantara events and updates are happening on Sunday. Please check the agenda regularly. Very important: do not miss the evening Welcome Reception at 6pm where you’ll witness a historic moment in the identity ecosystem that centers around Kantara! Grab a drink and gather around the Solutions Theater at 6pm.

Register

Webinars
Dates TBD | Online

To dust away those summer blues and help orientate you for the increasing workload that the September - December period brings, we are looking to kick off a discrete series of webinars from our international membership starting in August. Already confirmed is Kantara member Digital Transformation Agency (DTA) from Australia walking us through its new Trusted Digital Identity Framework on August 16th. Stay tuned for more details!

View Full Events Calendar

Member Reminder

Take Advantage of our Reputation!

We encourage all members in good standing to display the Kantara logo on their website. Contact us to receive a high-resolution version.

Contribute Your Expertise Into Standards Drafts for ISO SC27 Working Group 5

The documents relating to identity and privacy coming from the May meeting in China, in preparation for the October meeting in Norway, are being progressively uploaded to BoT Liaison Wiki. Members can join this group and contribute directly to ISO SC 27 Working group 5 Identity Management and Privacy without having to work through their National Body. Staff need to manually provision you to this special sub-committee of the Board so contact us directly.
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